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Al~traet--We established sufficient conditions for the global attractivity of the positive quilibrium of the 
delay differential equation 
~(t)= -#N(t)+ ~ piexp[-~N(t --%)], t/>0, m I> 1. (1) 
iml 
For m = 1, equation (1) was used by Wazewska-Czyzewska and Lasota as a model for the survival of 
red-blood cells in an animal. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will establish sufficient conditions for the global attractivity of the positive 
equilibrium of the delay differential equation 
lq(t)= -gN(t)+ ~piexp[-~N(t -%)] ,  t />0,  m >1 1, (1) 
i= l  
where 
z=max{zt,z2 . . . . .  z.}>O, #>0 and p~>O for i= l ,2  . . . . .  m. 
Equation (1) is a generalization of
)V(t) = -#N(t)  +p exp[-yN(t - x)], t i> 0, (2) 
which was used by Wazewska-Czyzewska and Lasota [1] as a model for the survival of red-blood 
cells in an animal. See also Refs [2, 3] and the references cited therein. In equation (2), N(t) denotes 
the number of red-blood cells at time t,/z is the probability of death of a red-blood cell, p and 
are positive constants related to the production of red-blood cells per unit time and ~ is the time 
required to produce a red-blood cell. In Ref. [1] attention has been given to the problem of existence 
of periodic solutions. Recently, Mallet-Paret and Nussbaum [3] presented a deep analysis of a class 
of nonlinear equations with one delay which includes equation (2). One of their results applied to 
equation (2) implies that for any nonnegative initial function, the corresponding solution of 
equation (2) is attracted to the positive quilibrium of equation (2). However, their result does not 
apply to equation (1). Finally, it should be mentioned that linearized stability results for equation 
(1) have been established in Bellman and Cooke [4]. 
2. THE GLOBAL ATTRACTIVITY OF EQUATION (1) 
The equilibrium N* of equation (1) is positive and satisfies the equation 
The following theorem provides a sufficient condition for the equilibrium N* of equation (1) to 
be a global attractor. 
See Arino and Kimmel [2] for some related results on the stability analysis of models of cell 
production systems. 
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Theorem 1 
Set 
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M = yN*[1 - exp(-/~z)], 
where N* is the equilibrium of equation (1) and r = max(Tt, T2 . . . . .  rm). Assume that 
eM< 2. 
Then the equilibrium solution N* of equation (1) is globally asymptotically stable. 
Proof. The change of variables 
N(t) = N* + lx ( t )  
reduces equation (1) to the DDE 
where 
:c(t) + ~ q,{1 -- exp[ -- x(t - zi)]} = 0, 
i= l  
qi = Y exp(-TN*)pi, i = 1, 2 . . . .  , m. 
It suffices to show that every solution x(t) of equation (5) tends to zero as t--*~. 
First assume that x(t) is eventually nonnegative. Then, from equation (5) we find 
~(t) ~< 0 
and so 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
while 
x(s,)=minx(t) ,  for ~,-.<t-.<~,+l. 
x(t,)>O and ~( t , )=0,  
x(s.)<O and ~(s.)=O. 
Then for n = 1, 2 . . . .  
and 
lim x(t) 
t~OO 
exists and is a nonnegative number :. We must prove that : = 0. Otherwise, : > 0 and from 
equation (5) we see that 
lim [~(t)] = - /~: -  ~ q~[1-e -q  < 0, 
t~oo i = I 
which implies that eventually x(t) is negative. This is a contradiction and so the proof is complete 
for eventually nonnegative solutions. In a similar way, one can show that the theorem is true for 
a nonpositive solution. 
Next, assume that x(t) is an oscillatory solution of equation (1) which is not eventually 
nonnegative nor eventually nonpositive. Hence, there exists a sequence of points (¢.) such that 
< ¢1 < ¢2<""  < ¢ .< ~.+~ <'" ,  
lim ¢. = 0% 
n~ot~ 
x(~. )=0,  fo rn=l ,2  . . . . .  
and such that in each interval (¢., ¢.+1) the function x(t) assumes both positive and negative 
values. Let t. and s. be points in (~., ~.+1) such that for n = 1, 2 . . . . .  
x(t . )=maxx(t) ,  for¢.~<t~<¢.+l ,  
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Now we claim that for each n ffi 1, 2 . . . . .  
x(t) has a zero T.¢[~., t.) n [t~ - x, t.) (6) 
and 
x(t) has a zero S.v[~., s.) n [s. - ~, sn). (7) 
We will prove condition (6). The proof of condition (7) is similar and will be omitted. If condition 
(6) were false, then ~. < t. - ¢ < ~.+~ and x(t. - T~) > 0 for i ffi 1, 2 . . . . .  m. As ~(t.) = 0, equation 
(5) yields 
0 = #x(t.) + ~ q~{1 - exp[ -x( t .  - ¢s)]} > 0, 
i n l  
which is a contradiction and the proof of conditions (6) and (7) is complete. 
From equation (5) we obtain 
dt [x(t)exp(gt)] = - ~. q~ exp(~t)exp[- x(t - ~j)] . (8) 
l - I  
By integrating equation (8) from $. to s, and using the fact that 
O < s, - S. <~ T, 
we find 
- q, {1-exp[-#(s.-Sn)]}>_.-M, t>~l, x(s,)  > -~ , 
Next, by integrating equation (5) from Tn to t. and using expression (9) and the fact that 
O<t.-T.<<.~, 
we obtain 
_1  X(tn)= -~(~.~ qi){1-exp[-#(t . -  T~)]} 
m 'fr. + exp(-~tn) t~l qi exp(/~s)exp[- x(s - T~)] ds 
1(~ q,){l- exp[ -#( t~-  T~)]} + 1 exp(M)~ q ,{1-  exp[ -#( t . -  T.)]} <-# # 
i - - I  i - I  
=-  [exp(M) -1 ]C~ ' qi){1 - exp[ -#( tn -  T.)]} 
~ ~ [exp(g)  - 11 , q, I1 - exp( - .~) l  
' () ~< - ~ qi [1 - exp( -#Ql  = M. 
Thus 
x(t)  < M, t >I ~. 
So far we have established that 
-M  <x(t)<M, t>~.  
By using condition (10) and an argument similar to that given above we find 
-M[exp( -M)  + 1] < x(t) < M[exp(M) - 1], t I> ~m, 
(9) 
(lo) 
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One can show, by induction, that 
where 
and for n = 0, 1 . . . .  , 
and 
Set 
- L .< .x ( t )<~R. ,  (11) 
L0 = R0 = M 
-L .+,  - M[exp( -L . )  - 1], R .+,  = M[exp(R.)  - 1] 
-M ~< -L .~< -L .+,  <0 <R.+I  <~R.~M.  
L=limL. and R=limR.. 
(12) 
(13) 
In view of  condit ion (11), the proo f  that 
l imx( t )=O as t-- .o% 
will be complete if we show that 
L = R = 0. (14) 
To this end, from condit ions (12) and (13) we have 
-L  = M[exp( -L )  - 1], R = M[exp(R)  - l] 
and 
-M ~< -L  ~<0~<R ~<M. (15) 
Hence, -L  and R are zeros of  the function 
4,(2) = M[exp(2)  - 1] - 2 
in the interval - M ~< 2 ~< M. We have 
4, ( -  ~)  = 4,(oo) = oo, 4,(0) = 0. 
4, is decreasing in ( -oo ,  - fnM)  and 4, is increasing in ( - fnM,  oo). Note also that in view of  the 
hypothesis (4), M ~ (0, 1) and 
4,(M) = M[exp(M)  - 1] - M < M(2 - 1) - M = 0. 
Therefore, 4,(2) has exactly one zero in ( - co ,  M], namely 2 = 0. Thus -L  and R which are zeros 
of  4,(2) in [ -M,  M]  are both zero. This proves equat ion (14) and completes the proo f  of  the 
theorem. 
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